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Abst rac t - -Mu l t ip le  stochastic fractional integral expansions are applied to the problem of non- 
linear filtering of a signal observed in the presence of an additive noise, where the noise is modelled 
by a fractional Brownian motion with Hurst index greater than 1/2. It is shown that the best mean- 
square estimate of the signal can be represented as a ratio of two multiple integral series, where 
the stochastic integrals are defined in either the It6 or Stratonovich sense and taken with respect to 
the observation process, which is a persistent fractional Brownian motion under a suitable probabil- 
ity measure. Finally, motivated by practical considerations, finite expansion approximations to the 
optimal filter are studied. (~) 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords - -Gauss ian  process, Multiple stochastic integral, Nonlinear filtering, Fractional Brow- 
nian motion, Zakai equation. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In  the classical problem of nonl inear  fi ltering theory one wishes to est imate a signal process 
X = (Xt, t c [0, T]) on the basis of the informat ion received through an observat ion process 
Y = ('Yt, t E [0, T]), where the latter  is a nonl inear  funct ional  of the signal corrupted by an 
addit ive noise Af = (Aft, t C [0, T]) 
~0 tYt = h(Xs) ds + Aft, t E [0, T], 
for some square- integrable funct ion h. A popular  choice for the noise component  is given by a 
s tandard  Brownian motion,  often assumed to be independent  of the signal, and the problem is 
then to characterize the condit ional  d ist r ibut ion of X(t) given the observat ion a-field 5 rY = a{Ys, 
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0 < s < t}. The latter is equivalent to studying the dynamics of 7rt(f) := E[f(Xt) I jrY] for a 
sufficiently rich class of functions f.  The process 7rt(f) is called the optimal filter and represents 
the best mean-square estimate of f (Xt ) .  When the noise is a standard Brownian motion and the 
signal is a Markov process, the optimal filter satisfies aknown measure-valued nonlinear stochastic 
partial differential equation (SPDE) obtained by Kushner [1] and by Fujisaki, Kallianpur and 
Kunita [2]. In practice, though, it is more convenient to work with the Zakai equation for the 
unnormalized conditional expectation at( f ) ,  where ~rt(f) = a t ( f  )~at(I), since the Zakai SPDE 
is linear. Yet, even in the case when (Aft) is a Brownian motion, solving the filtering equations 
directly is a very challenging problem: in the absence of explicit solutions, one faces the task 
of solving numerically an infinite-dimensional system of stochastic differential equations. An 
interesting approach to circumvent that difficulty is to represent the unnormalized optimal filter 
as a series of multiple stochastic integrals of certain deterministic kernels integrated with respect 
to the observation process, and later obtain approximations to the optimal filter by truncating the 
series. In the classical case when the observation process is driven by white noise, the expansions 
of that sort were developed by Ocone [3], Ng and Lo [4], and Budhiraja and Kallianpur [5], and 
involved multiple Wiener and Stratonovich integrals. Other types of expansions for the classical 
filter and corresponding approximation schemes have been obtained more recently by Lototsky, 
Mikulevicius and Rozovskii [6,7] and several other authors (see references in [7] for some related 
work). The goal of the present paper is to derive multiple stochastic integral expansions for 
the optimal filter in the case when the observation process is driven by a fractional Brownian 
motion (fBm) B g = (B H, t E [0,T]) with Hurst index 1/2 < H < 1 and explore related finite 
expansion approximations to the optimal filter. The multiple integral expansions presented here 
involve multiple stochastic fractional integrals, i.e., multiple integrals with respect o a fractional 
Brownian motion, and represent the first results of that nature pertaining to a nonlinear filtering 
problem with the fBm noise. 
The paper is organized as follows. The remainder of Section 1 is devoted to two topics of 
interest: 
(i) observation model for the problem of nonlinear filtering with an fBm noise and a corre- 
sponding version of the Zakai equation for the optimal filter; 
(ii) preliminaries on multiple stochastic fractional integrals. 
Section 2 presents our main results on decomposition of the optimal filter in terms of multiple 
stochastic fractional integrals. Finite expansion approximations to the optimal filter are treated 
in Section 3, whereas Section 4 contains an example of numerical implementation f the approx- 
imation to the optimal filter and serves as an illustration of the method. 
1.1. Observat ion Mode l  for Non l inear  F i l ter ing w i th  fBm. 
"Fractional" Zakai Equat ion  
The topic of nonlinear filtering with an fBm observation oise has been addressed in various 
contexts by Coutin and Decreusefond in [8], Kleptsyna, Le Breton and Rouband in [9], Gawarecki 
and Mandrekar in [10], Amirdjanova in [11], and Xiong and Zhao in [12]. 
In the present work, our attention is focused on the following observation model: 
f: Yt = h(s, Xs) ds + B~,  t e [0, T], (1) 
where the signal of interest X = (Xt, t E [0, T]) and the observation Y = (Yt, t C [0, T]) 
are measurable jrt-adapted stochastic processes defined on a complete filtered probability space 
(ft, yr, (jrt)te[0,Tl, P), and B H = (B H, t E [0,T]) is a normalized fractional Brownian motion on 
(f~, jr, (jrt), P) with Hurst index H E (1/2, 1). Thus, (B H) is a Ganssian process tarting at zero 
with mean zero and covariance function R(s, t )  = (1/2)(t 2H + s 2H - I t  - sl2H). Note i:hat when 
H C (1/2, 1), the increments of the fractional Brownian motion are positively correlated, i.e., 
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~(B  H H H 1/2 reduces - B o )(Bt+ h - B H) > 0, and the fBm is called persistent; the case H = an 
fBm to a standard Brown,an motion, while the case H C (0, 1/2) leads to negatively correlated 
increments and corresponds to ant,persistent fl3m. Of particular interest in many applications i
the situation where noise displays a pronounced long-range dependence structure, and thus, our 
attention throughout the paper is on the persistent fBm case, as )-'~=0~ C°v( BH _BoH, BnT1g __ 
B H) = c¢ when H E (1/2, 1). The following assumptions on model (1) are in effect for the 
remainder of the paper: 
(A1) h c C([0, T] × R, R) satisfies the condition 
L 
T 
E k[(x ,.)(s)h(x:, s) ds < ~o, (2) 
where the kernel k~(-) is defined for arbitrary C E C([0,T],IR) and each t E [0,T], Vs e 
(0, t), by the following equation: 
k~(s) - -  SI/2--H d ds [dv pk jofVZl/2-H(v--z)ll2-HC(z)dz] v2H-I(v--s)I/2-Hdv) , (3) 
where PH = r2(3/2 - H)F(2H + 1) sin(~rH). 
(A2) The signal (Xt) and noise (B H) are independent. 
Let 7rt(dx, w) = P(Xt  e dx I DRY), where ~-t Y :-- a(Y~ : 0 < s <_ t), i.e., ~r,(dx, o3) is the 
conditional distribution of the signal at the instant t given the observations up to time t. It has 
been shown in [9] that V f  E Cb(R), 
E [f(x,) 17Y] (~) = 
x d~ 7y]  Epo [y( ~)~ol (~) a.s., (4) 
where 
and 
{ '/o" } dPo := exp --NT -- -~ kT(x.,.) (s)h(X~, s) ds dP, (5) 
L t t dBg(w), Vt (6) gt(w) := kh(x.(~),.)(s) e [0,T]. 
In fact, P and P0 are equivalent probability measures uch that, under Po, Y is a normalized 
fBm with Hurst index H, independent of X, whereas the distribution of X is the same under P 
dP 1 (o9~ and Po. Let (rt(dx, w) denote the conditional law of [f(Xt)dpoj~ j, given the sigma-field ~'t y, 
on (g/,/90). Then (4), which is the fBm analogue of the Kallianpur-Striebel formula, can be 
conveniently written as 
~t(f) - ~t(f) V f  ~ Cb(S), at(l) a.s., 
where for a finite measure #, #(f)  denotes f~t f (x)t  t (dx). Moreover, assuming that the signal is 
a diffusion governed by 
dXt = a(t, Xt) dt + b(t, Xt) dWt, (7) 
where W -- (Wt) is a standard Wiener process independent of (BH), Kleptsyna et al. (in [9]) 
obtained the following stochastic evolution equation for the optimal nonlinear filter (7et): 
io io < ~rt(f) = 7eo(f) + rcs(f-.sf) ds + [Trs(fq) - ~rs(f)Tes(q)] dvs (8) 
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for any sufficiently smooth function f ,  where 7rs(fq) := E[f(X~)qs(X) I ~'Y] and £: denotes the 
infinitesimal generator of the Markov process X, i.e., Vt C [0, T], 
l:tf(x) = lim E [f (Xs+t) I Xs = x] - f(x) 
t~o t 
b 2(t,x) d 2 
f(x)+ 
d (fot kt.(s)h(Xs(w),s)ds) d (fotkt.(s)h(X~(w),s)ds) (9) 
:=  = 
d kt. (s) ds 
with AH = 2HF(3 -  2H)F(H + 1/2)/F(3/2 -H) ,  and k. t denotes the kernel k~ in the special case 
of C --- 1. The process (ut) in (8) is given by 
/o /o (/o ) ut = kt. (s) dY, - 7r, (q) d kS. (T) dr . (10) 
Under P, the process u is a continuous Gaussian (hrtY)-martingale and plays the role of the 
innovation process. 
Moreover, as in the classical case, one can obtain an equation satisfied by the unnormalized 
optimal filter (at). Namely, from [9], the fBm analogue of the Zakai equation has the following 
form: 
/0 /0 at(f) = 7to(f) + a , (~f )  ds + a~(fq) dZ2, Vt E [0, T], (11) 
where Z~ := fo kt*(s) dY~ is a (.T'g)-semimartingale nd as(fq) := Epo[f(Xs)qs(X)--~p o 17~1. 
Note that, in contrast o the classical case, neither filtering equation (8) nor (11) can be 
directly treated as an SPDE satisfied by the measure-valued processes (Trt) and (at) because of 
the special meaning assigned to ~rt(fq) and at(fq), since in general qt(X) cannot  be explicitly 
written as a function of Xt. However, even in the case of explicit filtering SPDEs, measure- 
valued equations are hard to implement numerically, and therefore, there is a need for good 
approximations that will allow us to implement the filter. Here our goal is to show that the 
unnormalized optimal filter can be represented asa series of multiple fractional stochastic integrals 
with respect o the observation process and the series involved can then be truncated to obtain 
suitable approximations. 
1.2. Multiple Stochastic Fractional Integrals 
Although multiple stochastic integrals with respect o general Gaussian processes were origi- 
nally introduced by Huang and Cambanis [13] back in 1978, the real surge of interest in multiple 
stochastic integration with respect o fractional Brownian motion did not come until after 1999, 
when Dasgupta nd Kallianpur [14,15] and Duncan, Hu and Pasik-Duncan [16] initiated the de- 
velopment of the theory of multiple integration and stochastic alculus with respect o fractional 
Brownian motion. 
The interest in multiple fractional stochastic integration, and fractional stochastic alculus in 
general, is twofold. On the one hand it is fueled by modeling questions arising in connection 
with long-range dependence and self-similarity properties of certain physical processes in fluid 
dynamics, economics and telecommunications. On the other hand, there is a natural desire to 
"extend" the elegant L2-theory of semimartingales to processes with dependent increments and 
no martingale structure, making fractional Brownian motion a perfect candidate for the role of 
an integrator. 
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To make the paper self-contained and fix the notation for later use, let us briefly introduce the 
stochastic multiple fractional integrals in question and comment on their properties. 
Let S1 be the class of deterministic step functions f on [0, T] of the form 
N 
f(t)  = E fnl(~.,d~](t), t e [0, T], 
where constants f,~ E ~ and (c~, dn] N (cm, din] = 0 for all n ¢m.  Equip S1 with (., .)¢ 
TT  ~oT~o T (f 'g)¢ := ~o fo f ( t )g (s )R(dtds)= f(t )g(s)¢(t ,s)dtds,  (12) 
where R(t, s) = Cov(B H, B H) = (1/2)(t 2H + s 2H - It - sl 2H) for fixed H > 1/2, and 
0 2 
¢(t, s) = -~-~sR(t, s) = H(2H - 1)It - sl 2H-2. (13) 
Let tt  :-- s--p-~{B H : t E [0,T]}, which is a closed subspace of L2(~,a(B H, t e [0,T]),P), and 
let (~, ¢ )n  = E(~¢). For f E $1, define I1 : S1 --* 7-{, 
T N 
f0 -°°) I i ( f )  -- f(t) dB H := E f~ (B~ B g n=l  
Then V f, g E 81, (f, g)¢ (Ix (f),  I1 (g))n (isometry property). Let A 2 be the completion of 81 = ¢,1 
A 2 in the norm induced by (., .)¢. Then ( ¢,1, (', ")¢) is a Hilbert space and the map I1 : Si ~ 7/ 
can be extended to an isometric isomorphism from A~, 1 to 7/; let us call the extension I1 as 
well. Consider a pre-Hilbert separable space L~, 1 of Borel measurable functions on [0, T] with 
[]f[]~ = ff[o,TF f ( t ) f (s)¢(t ,  s)dtds < oo. For {ei}~l,  a complete orthonormal system in L 2 ¢,1, 
consider a set of symmetric deterministic functions $ ,  of the form 
S(s l , . . . , s . )=  akl ..... 
l<_ki<_k 
For f E S,~, define maps I~ and :l,~ by 
ak~ ..... k,,I~ 1 (eke) o . . .o  I'~ 1 (ek,), 
~n(f) := 
l<_k{<_k 
E akl ..... k~Ii (ek l ) ' " I1  (eke), 
i_<k~_<k 
(14) 
(15) 
L~,, : :  { f :  [0, T]" ~ R, s.t. I[f][¢,- < oc} 
with 
(f,g)¢m := f ( t l , ' " , t~)g(s l , " ' , s~)¢(s l , t l ) ' "¢ (s~, tn )  dszdt l ' ' ' ds~dt~,  
,T]2~ 
(16) 
(17) 
where %' denotes the Wick product and Wick powers in the sense of Simon [17]. I~( f )  is called 
the nth-order stochastic integral of It6 type of function f with respect o fractional Brownian mo- 
tion B H with Hurst index H E (1/2, 1) on [0, T], whereas 2,~(f) is called the nth-order stochastic 
integral of Stratonovich type of the function f with respect o the fBm B H on [0, T]. It is easy 
to show that I,~ and :I,~ can be further extended to the class L~, n of integrands, where 
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where for nonsymmetric kernels f ,  one defines In(f)  := In(i) ,  2,*(f) := 2,*(]), and ] stands for 
the symmetrization of f ,  i.e., ](tx, . . .  ,t,~) = ( l /n ! )~ f ( t , , , . . .  ,t,~), with the sum taken over 
all possible permutations ~r = (~rl,...,~r~) of {1 , . . . ,n} .  The following properties of multiple 
fractional integrals I,~ and 2n axe important: 
(1) I,* and 7,* axe linear, and V f  • L 2 
0, n is odd, 
E ( I . ( / ) )  = 0, Vn > 1, E(2,~(/)) = n! 
(nl2)!2,*12 Tr'~12(:)' n is even, 
where Try( f )  denotes the kth-order C-trace of f given by equation (20). 
(2) "Fractional" Hu-Meyer formulas: for all f • L 2 the following equalities relate the It5 
and Stratonovich type fractional stochastic integrals: 
L,*12J 
k=0 
and 
t~/2J 
k=0 
where ck,n = n! / (k ! (n -  2k)!2 k) and for any symmetric function f • L~, n and for all 
0 < k < L~/2], 
T~(Y)(~x, . . . ,  ~,,,-2k):= Jo f(~,t~, ...,sk,tk,~x,... ,~'~-2~) 
,T]2~ (20) 
• C ®k (s__, t_) dsl d t l ' "  dsk dtk, 
where ¢®k(_s,t) = ¢($1 , t l )C ($2 , t2 ) . . .  C(Sk,tk) for 8 : (81 , . . .  ,Sk) , ~ : ( t l , . . .  , tk) .  
(3) For arbitrary f E L 2 ¢,1, 
{ Ix(f) ~ (21) I,* (f®") = II.ftl~n,, t, I1 -~ ] ' 
where H,* is the nth-order Hermite polynomial, i.e., Ho(x) - 1, Hi (x)  = x, and Hn+l(X) = 
xg,*(x) -ng ,*_x (x ) ,  Vx  c ~t, ~ > 1. 
For {fi},~=l E L~ with (fi, f j )¢ = 0 for all i ¢ j ,  I,*(fl ®. - -  ® f,*) =/ l ( fx )  "'" Ix(f,,). 
On the other hand, for all {fi}i~x E L 2 2n(fl  ®""  ®fn) - - - -  Yl(fx)"" "2n(fn), and, in ¢,1' 
particular, 2,*(f °n) = [I i(f)] '~ for all f • L~, 1. 
(4) For all f • L 2 L 2 ¢,n, g • ¢,m, 
0, ( ]  0) if n m, (22) 
E[I,(f)Im(g)] = n! , , if n = m. 
¢,n 
On the other hand, E[2,(f)Ym(g)] = 0 if (n - m) is odd, but, in general, multiple 
Stratonovich integrals of different orders are not orthogonal. 
2. NONL INEAR F ILTERING WITH FBM: F ILTER 
DECOMPOSIT IONS IN TERMS OF MULTIPLE  
STOCHASTIC  FRACTIONAL INTEGRALS 
Recall that under/90, X and Y are independent, Y is a normalized ibm with a Hurst index H, 
and the law of X is the same under P and Po. Let #x  denote the probability law induced by X on 
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B(C[0, T]), where B(C[0, T]) denotes the a-field generated by all finite-dimensional Borel cylinder 
subsets of C[0, T]. Also let #H denote the probability law induced by a normalized fBm on 
B(C[0, T]). It is convenient to choose the probability space (~t, ~', P)  in such a way that the space 
(~, ~, Po) coincides with t he canonical space (C [0, T] x C [0, T], B ( C [0, T] ) x B ( C [0, T]), #x x #H ). 
Let us view the latter as our basic probability space, in which case Xt(w) = Xt(wl, w2) := wz(t) 
and Yt(w) = Yt(wl,w2) := w2(t) for all w = (Wl,W2) 6 C[0, T] × C[0, T]. With this notation, 
equation (4) can be written as 
dP _ 
= , (23)  
for almost all w ---- (wl, w2) 6 fl, where (Yt, t 6 [0, T]) is the coordinate process on the probability 
space (C[O,T],B(C[O,T]),/ZH), i.e., ~(w2) = w2(t) for all w2 e C[0, T] and Yt(w) --- ~(w2) for all 
03 = (021,022) e ~'~, Vt  e [0,T] ,  and where ft(w) : ft(wl) : :  f(wl(t)) and 
Define for all ~o 6 ~, 
Lt(w) = Lt(Wl,W2) := ltg.H ~-~o (wl,.) (w2), Vt 6 [0,T]. 
Then, as in [9], for each (fixed) col 6 C[0,T], the pair (Lt(~ol, "),.T~)te[o,T1 is an exponential 
martingale in (C[0, T], B(C[0, r l ) , .~) ,  and 
{So' io } Lt(Wl,W2) = exp k t 1 t h(~,(.),.)(s)dw2(s) -- -~ kth(,~,(.),.)(s)h(wl(s),s)ds a .s .  
Therefore, (23) can be further written as 
E [f(Xt) [~'Y] (w) = Jc[o,TI .St (~)1)Lt (lzl,w2) d#x (~1) = E/~x [ftLt(.,w2)] (24) 
Sc Lt (~1,o22) d#x (wl) E.x [Lt(',w2)] 
[o,T] 
for almost all w = (wl, ms) 6 ~. 
Let us state two main theorems of the current section. 
THEOREM 1. Consider observation model (1), satisfying Assumptions (AI), (A2). Let f be a 
measurable function on the Borel subsets of R, satisfying the following condition: 
( {J0' }) E f2(Xt)ex p kth(X.,.)(s)h(X~,s)ds < c~, Vt 6 [0,T]. (25) 
Moreover, assume that the following condition is satisfied: 
E(exp{Ltkth(X., .)(s)h(X~,s)dsl)-  - <oo,  Vt E [0,T]. (26) 
Then 
E 17Y] 
~.On E~x f (Xt)exp{-½fokth(X, . ) (s)h(Xs,s)ds} [k' • t, h (x . , - ) )  jj (27)  
~-~-n=0 AT.' n • fo kh(x,.)(s)h(X~,s) t h(X.,.)) J 
th er multl le stochas where the series converge in n2(po) (and in L 1 (P)) and 3~ denotes the n -ord fp - 
tic fractional integral of the Stratonovich type with respect o the observation process Y over the 
interval [0, t]. 
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THEOREM 2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1, 
n! " t ~(x.,.)S j )  
~=o (2s) 
E[f(Xt) i.T':]= ~, 1 t ( [(k' )@hi) ' 
~I~ E,x h(x...) 
n=O 
where the series converge in L 2 (Po) (and in L 1 (P)) and I~ denotes the nth-order multiple stochas- 
tic fractional integral of the It6 type with respect o the observation process Y over the time 
interval [0, t]. 
Before proceeding to prove Theorems 1 and 2, let us state and prove several useful emmas. 
LEMMA 1. Let Lt := exp{Nt - (1/2)(N)t}, where 
L t (s)dYs(w), • [0, T], ~(~) := kh(x.(~),.)t Vt (2O) 
and 
(~)t  (~) := k~(x (~),)(~)h(x~(~),s)~s, vt • [0,T]. (a0) 
Let f be a measurable function on the Borel sets of R, satisfying 
S (S~(X<)e<g),) < o~, W • [0, T]. (31) 
Then 
• n---T--, f (Xt)Hn ' 12 ' 
n=O 'n,=O 
where both series converge in L2(p0). 
PROOF. Clearly, 
o~ 1 -n 
Lt = e -(I/2)<~)~ ~N~,  
n=0 
where the above series converges a.s. The following useful fact was established in [9]: for 
arbitrary C • C([0, t],](), the function k~(.) satisfies fok~(s)¢(s,r)ds = C(r), V0 < r < t, 
and fok~(s)dB H is a Gaussian martingale with the quadratic variation function equal to 
f t  k~ (s)¢(s) ds t 2 = Iikcl[o,t]ll¢. Since under Po, Y is a normalized fBm independent of X, then 
the conditional distribution of -fl-t, given ~-z, under P0 is Gaussian with mean zero and variance 
t t (N)t -- fo kh(x.,.)(s)h(Xs, s)ds, and thus its moments are given by 
Therefore, for all a, b • Z+ such that a < b, 
) n! ' j  I ~tx = ~ g~n!EP°[ ~/+'~I'T'X] 
n=a a<_e,n<_b:(e+n) is even 
b (2j--a)Ab 
1 
= ~ ~ (2 j -  n)!n! EP° [ l~2tjl 
j=a n=(2j--b)Va 
(:j-o)^b (N)I 
j=a n=(2j--b)Va 
_<~ t =~\  / t22 J= t )j 
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Hence, 
Xt e -0/2)(~r), N~ EP° f (  ) nl = 
_< Npo .f~(x,)~ - (~) ,  ~ j! ' (33) 
..?=a 
as a --~ co, where the last equality holds since the law of X is the same under P and P0, and {N)t 
is a function of (X~ : 0 < s < t) and does not depend on Y. The very last step follows from 
assumption (31) by the dominated convergence theorem. 
To show the second equality in (32) and corresponding series convergence in L2(p0), note that 
where the above series converges a.s., since the following elementary expansion holds: 
e tx-t2/2 f i  tn = ~H,~(x). 
n=0 
Next, for arbitrary integers 0 < a < b, consider 
~o ~:o~'~'  ~:,~ I~ 
=~-~ Ep 0 H ,  /_71/2 He nle! /2 :Fx = nt ' 
n~a ~.=a TJ ,~a 
~\ / t  
where the last equality follows from the well-known fact that for all Gaussian r.v.s Z1, Z2 with 
mean zero and unit variance, 
f 0, if n # g; 
E( Hn( Z1)He( Z2) ) 
~! IS(SIS2)] '~ , if n = e. 
Hence, 
2 
~o f(x,)  ~ " ---' H,~ /2 
n=a 
{ t { = Epo /2(x~)~=o~ ,--f-. J = E f2(X,)n=a ~ n~ , O, 
(31) by the dominated convergence theorem. as a --* oo, where the last step follows from It 
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LEMMA 2. 
k=O 
PROOF. Note that Yx C ~, and all n = 0,1, 2, . . . ,  the equation xn = ~-]~k[~=/02j Ck,nHn-2k(X) 
The required conclusion follows at once by taking (~[ t /¢(N) t )  in place of x. | holds• 
LEMMA 3. For n > 0 and k = 0, . . . ,  [n/2J, and every fixed t E [0, T], 
Tr~ (E .x  [f(Xt)e-(1/2)(N), I'kt ,®n]'~ !~ h(X . , . ) J  J) (U l '  " ' '  ' Zgn-2k)  
(35) 
[ >: < : :(x,>.-<,,,><.>, ( 
where the trace Tr~ is defined as in (20) but with t in place T. 
PROOF. The equation follows by Fubini's theorem. | 
e co LEMMA 4. FLY arbitrary t E [0,T]. Let { i}i=l be a complete orthonormal system in L~,l[0,t ] 
and I~ denote the It5 type multiple stochastic integral with respect to the observation process Y 
over [0, t]. Assume that 
" < oo. E (36) \ ] 
Then/:or all n > 1, 
2 
- ~ \k~(x . ) )  ,%®.. .®e~. I~(%®"'®~D 
i l  ,...,i,, = l  ¢ ,n  
(37) 
=0.  
PROOF. Fix Wl C C[0, T]. In the proof below let I1" I1¢,~ denote the norm on L~,n[0,t]. Since 
I t ((k t ~®"~ iswell defined, and it follows by (21) and linearity kth(wl,.) E L2¢3[O't]' the integral n~ h(~l,.)J J 
of the integral that 
2 
• I'~ (e~, ®-.- ® e,.)] 
2 
= - -  , "" e i l  ~" '®ei , ,  ,, ..... i~=l \ k h(~,,.)) .®ei~,¢,~ 
- It h(~,,,.)) - ~ \ th ( ' - ) )  ,%®...®e~,,/  %®. . .  ,o, 
,x,...,i~=i ¢,n ¢,n 
as M -~ c~, where the last inequality follows from (22) and ]1]112,, <_ n!llfl]2,~. 
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Next note that, by (22), for all M > 1, 
] kh¢~1,.)~ ®""  ® I~ (e~, ®-.- ® e,.) 
Li 1 ..... in=l ~b,n 
, "®e,°ll+,. 
i i , . . . , i~=l ¢,n 
< n! (k t ~ @,, ~2,,~ t 2,~ -- ~ h(wl, . )]  = n! ku(wl,.  ) ¢ , 
t 2 where the inequality E,  xHk~(~l .)H~  < oo holds, due to Ilkh(~l,.)II¢ = <N)t(Wl) and assump- 
tion (36). The required conclusion of the lemma then immediately follows by the dominated 
convergence theorem. | 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1. From Lemma 1 we have that 
oo 
n~O 
the series converging in L2(p0). 
Application of Lemmas 2 and 4 yields that 
= Z:  ~J. , ,x ~,-(i/,><~>, (N), s-so_,~ /, 
k=O 
ke{O ..... Lnl2J }:  i l  ..... i . -2k : l  
n- -2k~l  
<;<,, ,o--" I ] x N t t~h(x" '')) ,eil ®'"®ei,,_a~ ¢,n-2k 
x,,._,, (,,, ,... ~ ~,._..> )+ ~.,,..l~.,..v..>~ [,,e-<l,,><~>. <~I:"} 
ke{0 ..... Ln/2J}: il ..... i,-2s¢=1 
n--2k>l  
<~I:(~,<~.,.>> °'-''] ) X ,e i l  ® " " " ® ei~_2/¢ 
¢,n--2k 
, ) [ <~:]  x I~_ak (e,, ®. . .  ® e,,_,k ) ÷cT,,, l{,, i ,~w,}E+,x £ e-cl/2)(D')< N 12 
L,~/'J _ ] )  
=z , (  [ <I: Ck,nS~-2k E,x fte--(ll2)(N)~ N (]¢h(X.,.))®n. -2k 
k=O 
with the convention: x ®° =- 1, and I~(~) = ~. 
Therefore, by Lemma 3, it follows that 
[ n/2j k t @n 
,,. [,,~-<"'><~>,~I = So-.-,'.-,, (,,: ('~ [,,~-<"'><~>, (,<~.,.>) ])) ,~o> 
=,in (,p.x [,, :(l/2)(xQ.)l irk/ .~®n]'~ 
t ,(x.,.>) J ) '  
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where the last equation is a consequence of (lS). From (38), (39), and (N)t  = Ilkh(x.,.)ll~,~ ~ we 
obtain that 
E~,x [ALt (', ~) l  
oo ' fv  ~n1'~ 19¢ (E,x [,texp{ -1 ~ kth(X.,.)(s)h(Xs,s)ds}~h(x.,.)] j.,] (w2), =n~__on ! n (40) 
where the series converges in L2(p0). Substituting f = 1 in the above equation leads to 
E~, x [L,(.,w~)] 
°° 1 ~.13',.,.t(E~x [e p {1  ~tkth(X.,.)(s)h(X,,s)dS}~h(X.,.)} j)(w2), = V"  fk  t ~ ®"] (41) 
the series converging in L2(po). Note that, since P and P0 axe equivalent probability measures, 
the series therefore converge also in LI(p). Upon substituting (40),(41) in (24), the required 
conclusion of the theorem follows. 1 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2. By Lemmas 1 and 4, 
£ IE [ I-~)~/2H,~(I;-~I t ) ]  =~=0 ~ .x A /2 
n=l  " /1 , . . . , in=l  ~b,n 
x 4 (~,1 ~"" ® ~'")/ 
J 
= ~..~ (/,) + ]~ ~ ~ E.~ /, khCx,) ,e,, ®..- ®e,o 
n~l  il,...,in=l ¢~n 
x I~ (e~, ®... ® ei.) 
n=l  • i l , . . . , i~,=1 ~b,n 
× I~ (si, ®.. .  ® s,.) 
=E,x(ft)+~("alt(E,x[ft(kt 'l @~] '~ 
" "n ,  " t ,,~x,.)/ j )  . 
- X- '  kz  t E.~ .ft t, h(x , . ) j  j )  
A..w n l  n 
n~0 " 
(42) 
where the series converges in L2(po) (and in LI(P)). Upon taking f - 1 in the above, one obtains 
that 
[u )°1) Eox [Lt] = E n! ~ E 'x  h(X.,.) , ~z----'0 
with the series converging in L2(po). Substituting (42),(43) in (24) yields the required result. | 
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3. F IN ITE  EXPANSION APPROXIMATIONS 
TO THE OPT IMAL  F ILTER 
Assume the conditions of Theorem 1. Moreover, suppose in addition that 
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THEOREM 3. 
otkth(~,.)(s)h(x,s)ds<_~(t), VxeR,  Vt ~ [0, T], 
for some nonnegative function "y on [0, T]. Then 
EP° E"x (ftLt) - n! ~ 
n=o (44) 
-< 2~+l(~/(t))r+l E " x (  + 1)' [ f2(Xt) ej~k~(x''')(8)h(xs'8)ds] 
where for all (sl,..., sn) c [0, T] n, 
t~(t [Sl,...,s~):=E,x [ftexp {- 2 fotkth(X.,.)(s)h(Xs,s)ds}k~h(X.,.)(sl)'"kth(x.,.)(sn)] • 
PROOF. Upon using (40),(39), Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, and Fubini's theorem, we obtain 
EPo{F"~x[ f tL t ] -~13~(E~x[ f texp{- l foekt  n=on, n h(X,. )(s)h(Xs,s)ds} [kt ~ h(x.,.), "~@n]'~ } 2 J,] 
S: ,j 
\n=r+l " . 
On the other hand, by the same argument as in Lemma 1, one shows that 
<--- ~.X~r+l [ft2e</~r), </~>:+1 ] 
<-- (r + 1)! -~,x 
The next theorem allows us to approximate the series of multiple fractional Stratonovich in- 
tegrals, that occur in the representation of the filter in Theorem 1, via finite sums involving 
Riemann-sum type terms. 
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THEOREM 4. Let 0rM} be a sequence of partitions of [0,t] with mesh [TrM[ --* 0 as M -* oo. 
Assume conditions of Theorem 1, then 
M 
L 1 (P ) -  limM-.oo Y~ (1/n!)S.(&(t ] "), ~rM, Y) 
E [s(xt)  17~] = .=0 (45) 
M 
Ll(P)-limM-*oo E (1/n,)S,~ (~,~(t [ "),~M,Z) 
where So(eo(t I " ) , ' )  ---- E.x[f(Xt)e-(1/~)(~>'], So(~o(t I "),') -- S.x[e-(1/2)<~)G and for aU 
functions g,~ E L~,n[0,t], Vu _> 1, 
s.(g~, ~M, V) ~ g~ (_,) M Y (a~)  a M := ,Bi, ..... ,.(_s) . . -Y ( ,~)  
il,...,i~=1 ,t] n 
with Y (ay)  = Y~, - Y~,_~ for ay  = [t,_~, t,) and 
M • ¢ (S l ,  ~) d~ 
jl ,.. .,j,, = l M 
where C M -~- ((laM , 1AM)¢)l<_i,j<rn(M), the  function t,~(t [ .) is the same as in Theorem 3 and 
d,~(t I )  corresponds to ~,(t I') but with f - 1, i.e., 
~(tl ,s~) = E,~ [exp {1/o  t kth(X.,.)(s)h(X~,s)ds} [k t ,®'~ .. ,sn)] s l , . . ,  k h(x. , . ) ]  ( s l , .  • 
M = t}, let PM denote the orthog- PROOF. For a partition 71" M = {0 = tO M K ti M ( "'" (tin(M) 
onal projection operator (in L~, l[0,t]) onto the linear span of {l[tMtY); i = 1, 2 , . . . ,m(M)} .  
Then PM converges to the identity operator as M --* oo in the sense that Vg E L2¢,l[0,t], 
[I(PM -- / )gi l t  ,0, as M --* c~, 
where, for simplicity of notation, (., .)¢ denotes the scalar product in L~, 1 [0, t], i.e., with t in place 
of T, and II. I1~ is the corresponding norm. By the same argument as the one leading to (33), 
one shows that as a, b --* c¢, 
]~lao [fte-(1/2)(N)t bn~=a~. ( tPMkth(X..)($)drs)nl2 -----*0, 
uniformly in M. Therefore E~=o(1/n!)fte-(1/2)(Nh (fo PMkth(X.,.)(s) dye) n, and, consequently, 
E~=o(1/n!)E,x [fte-(1/2)(gh(f o PMkth(X.,.)(s)dye) '~] converge in L2(p0) uniformly in M. Also, 
similarly to (39), it is easy to show that 
~2q~x [fte--(1/2)(1V)t (~otpMkth(X.,.)(s)dYs)n] =,tn (]~x [fte-('/2)(!v), ('M~th(X.,.,)®n]). 
Next, let us fix (arbitrary) M _> 1. Note that {l[tM ,tM); i ---- 1 ,2, . . .  , re(M)} are linearly inde- 
pendent (as elements of L~, 1 [0, t]). Then Vg E L~, 1 [0, t], its projection PMg has a representation 
,~(M) 
PMg = E aMla~ '
k=l  
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where (°') 
\ °~=M(M) t (lAg(;) 'g)¢ ) 
M M where, for each k = 1,... ,m(M) ,  we have that A M := [tk_l,tk ) and CM denotes the matrix 
((lAy, 1A~)¢)l<_i,j<_m(M). Taking g = kth(Z.,.), define 
m(M) 
o,~(:o := z ((~..)-1),,(1~.,<~,>L, 
j=l 
Then 
[ (z )] oo 1E t ~ .x ft e-(1/2)(~>' PMkthcX.,.)(s) dYs 
n=O " 
n=0 n! n 
= E.x [fte-(I/2>(N>.] 
. ( [  m.> 
- -  i l , . . . , i n~ l  
= E.x [/,~-('~><">.] 
n[ n E~x ft e-(1/2)(~)* 
n=l  \ i l , . . . , i ,~=1 
= E.x [i,e-("><~>,] 
i = 1,...,re(M). 
,/ ]) aM(x 1AM ®...  ® 1AM 
ch~(X) lay®. . .®la~ 
k=l  
~ 1 (m~)  [ kn_l~_~ ] AM) + ~. E.x fie 0/2)(.~'), aM(x)  y(A iM) . . .y ( , , , )  , 
n=l  \ i l , . . . , i n= l  
where the series converge in L2(po) uniformly in M, and Y(A M) -- YtM -- YtM1. Note that 
(46) 
,~ m(M) 
II~(:o= E ((~,,)-'),,.;,... 
k=l  j l , . . . , jn=l  
-G 
and therefore, 
k t ®n ... , 
+,.,.>,°) ..... (so, +,.,.>,.) } 
,~(M) , 
j l , . . . , jn~ 1 ~ ~1,31 
dSl • • • dsn, 
O(s~,u)d~) d,1...d,~} 
(47) 
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= g=(t l s l , ' " ,  ,*)N, ..... i . ( s l , . . . , sn )ds l " "dsn ,  
,t]'* 
where g=(t [ .) is defined as in Theorem 3 and 
M 
~i l  ..... i ,~(S l , ' ' ' ,  8n)  :~--- 
(47) (cont.) 
-~.Sn(t-(t ]"),~rM, Y) L~(P) ~ -~.2*n(gn(t l "))" 
r~=O n=O 
4. EXAMPLE 
Consider the following nonlinear filtering problem. Let X = (Xt : t E [0, 1]) be a signal, given by 
a Brownian motion with unit drift, i.e., Xt -= t+Wt, whose trajectory cannot be observed irectly. 
Instead one has an observation process Y = (Yt: t E [0, 1]), governed by Yt = f t  X2 s ds + B~ 3/4), 
where B~ z/4) is a standard fractional Brownian motion, independent ofW, with Hurst index 3/4, 
and the goal is to compute the best mean-square estimate of the trajectory of the signal based 
on the information supplied by the observation process, i.e., E(Xt I 9rY) for t in [0, 1]. 
First, note that k~(s), given by (3), is an integrodifferential kernel whose form cannot be 
obtained analytically for the vast majority of choices of the continuous curve C. Note also that 
the form of the kernel is directly tied to the properties of the fractional Brownian motion noise, and 
thus its presence in the equations i  a feature of the observation model, rather than the filtering 
method. In the example studied here, C has to be a trajectory of the quadratic functional of a 
Brownian motion with unit drift, and thus, only numerical approximations (via differencing and 
and therefore, 
Therefore, we obtain that 
I //0 ;] ~x f te-(1/2)(19)* PMk*h(X.,.)(s)dYs = Sn( ln ( t l ' ) , rM,Y ) ,  (48) n=0 " n--=0 " 
where So(.,.,-) -= E,x[fte-(1/2)<glh], and for arbitrary function gn e L~,n[0, t], n >_ 1, 
:=  
i l , . . .#~=1 ,t] ~ 
. A M x Y (A, M) .. Y ( ,~) , 
and the series ~-]~=o(1/nI)Sn(t,(tl.), zrM, Y), as k --0 co, converges in L2(Po) uniformly in M. 
Finally, since for each n > 1, 
Sn(t,(t  I "), 7rM, Y) L2(p°) 3t  (t , ( t  I ")), as M --* co, 
it follows by the uniform convergence of the series that as M --0 co, 
~-~-~Sn(£n(t , .),TrM,y) L2(p°) ~-~ 1 t . ~., : J , , (t"(t I "))' 
n=O ~%=0 
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Riemann-sum approximations) to k~ are possible. As a result our aim is to obtain a numerical 
estimate of the optimal filter based on a given realization of the simulated observation (Yt). 
The desired algorithm can be constructed on the basis of discretization of multiple stochastic 
integrals and truncation of the series given by Theorem 4. Namely consider the approximation 
to the best mean-square estimate of the signal, let us call it -~t, based on 
M 
a0(t)+ E £ (1/n!)ah ..... i . ( t )Y(hh) ' "Y(b~.)  
E(Zt [hrt) ~ 2t  = n=1~1 ..... ~.=1 (49) 
M 
aG(t )+ E £ (1 /n ! )a*  ..... , . ( t )Y (Aq) . . .Y (A i . )  
n=l  i l , . . . , in=l 
where t, = i/m, i -- 0 , . . . ,  [trn], y(A,)  ---- Yt, - Yt,_l, and where a0(t) and a~(t) are estimates 
ofE(Xtexp{-(1/2) f~ t 2 t kx~ (s)X, ds} ) and E(exp{-(1/2) fo ktx 2 (s) X2 ds} ), respectively, obtained 
by averaging over, say, N independent realizations of the corresponding functionals of Brown- 
Jan motion with unit drift. (Naturally, ktx2(S) and integrals with respect o ds are evaluated 
numerically via differencing and Pdemann-sum approximations.) Similarly, functions a h ..... i. (t) 
and a* ..... i~ (t) are the corresponding estimates of functions 
and 
.~[O,t],,. E [exp {_1 L t ktx2(u)X2du} (k.~.~,)®n (__S)] flq ..... ,/.,, (S)d_s, 
respectively, where j3q ..... i~ are defined as in Theorem 4 for the partition {t i  = i/m : i = 
0, . . . ,  [tm]} of the interval [0,t], and the expectations are evaluated by averaging over N inde- 
pendent simulated paths of the required functionals of Brownian motion with unit drift. 
Figure 1 (see below) shows the result of numerical implementation f the above algorithm for 
t E {0,1/m, 2/m,.. . ,  (m - 1)/m, 1} with m = 45, M = 1, N = 50. The curve labeled 'signal' is 
the true underlying signal to be estimated. The trajectory labeled 'filter' denotes the estimated 
signal )~ obtained by filtering of the corresponding observation process on the basis of (49). 
1.5 
0.5 
-0.5 
- - - signal / \ 
f i l te r  ~ I 
x observat ion  /\ / 
x / \ / ~\ J ~/_TT...~--.,,,,,~ 
/ / "  ~ \ ~ ~  ~,,.~ ~ '~ 
t / '~ ~ Xx  ~'~' J  
x/ "x XXxXx x" 
\w? x x xx 
XXxxXx X X 
X XX X X XX 
X XxXx X xxXX 
X X X X 
X X 
XXxx  
-10 0:1 o:2 o:3 0:, 0:s o:6 0:8 0:, 
Figure 1. 
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Let us note that taking larger m, N, and M will improve the estimate )( of the optimal filter; 
however, the algorithm is rather computationally expensive, and since the goal of the current 
section is purely illustrative in nature, we restrict ourselves to relatively small values of m, N, M 
in the algorithm to reduce the time required for simulations and computations. 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
In this work, an important problem of optimal nonlinear filtering of a signal on the basis 
of an observation process perturbed by a persistent fractional Brownian motion noise has been 
studied, and explicit expansions of the optimal filter in terms of multiple fractional It5 and 
Stratonovich stochastic integrals have been obtained. These multiple stochastic integrals are 
taken with respect to the observation process, which, under an appropriately constructed reference 
probability measure, is in fact a standard fractional Brownian motion independent of the signal. 
Approximations to the optimal filter, based on the truncation of the series and discretization 
of the multiple stochastic fractional integrals, have been constructed and a simple numerical 
example illustrating the method has been presented. 
One of the main difficulties behind dealing with the persistent fractional Brownian motion 
observation noise is that the fBm with Hurst index greater than 1/2 is not a semimartingale and 
has a long-range dependence structure (long memory, non-Markov), making both the theoretical 
and numerical analysis of the problem more complex. In fact the multiple stochastic fractional 
integral representations of the optimal filter, developed in this work, are the only explicit descrip- 
tions of the optimal filter that currently exist in the context of nonlinear filtering with persistent 
fractional Brownian motion observation noise. 
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